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Abstract

Self-pierce riveting (SPR) is a complex joining process where multiple layers of material are joined by creating a mechani-

cal interlock via the simultaneous deformation of the inserted rivet and surrounding material. Due to the large number

of variables which influence the resulting joint, finding the optimum process parameters has traditionally posed a chal-
lenge in the design of the process. Furthermore, there is a gap in knowledge regarding how changes made to the system

may affect the produced joint. In this paper, a new system-level model of an inertia-based SPR system is proposed, con-

sisting of a physics-based model of the riveting machine and an empirically-derived model of the joint. Model predictions
are validated against extensive experimental data for multiple sets of input conditions, defined by the setting velocity,

motor current limit and support frame type. The dynamics of the system and resulting head height of the joint are pre-

dicted to a high level of accuracy. Via a model-based case study, changes to the system are identified, which enable either
the cycle time or energy consumption to be substantially reduced without compromising the overall quality of the pro-

duced joint. The predictive capabilities of the model may be leveraged to reduce the costs involved in the design and vali-

dation of SPR systems and processes.
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Introduction

In the automotive industry, a major driving force

behind the continued development and enhancement of

joining techniques is the reduction of the weight of a

vehicle, which has substantial benefits for both perfor-

mance and fuel consumption.1 This has led not only to

the introduction of new materials in replacement of the

mild steel traditionally used in the vehicle body, but

also to the development of novel techniques that are

better able to join said materials. Self-pierce riveting

(SPR) is one such technique.

SPR is a mechanical joining method used commonly

in the automotive industry in the assembly of panels,

hoods and structural frames. It is a cold process in which

a semi-tubular rivet is inserted into multiple layers of

material to create a permanent joint. The deformation of

the stack of material and the rivet is such that a mechani-

cal interlock is formed during the insertion process. The

rivet does not penetrate through the bottom-most layer

of material. The four main steps of the rivet insertion

process are illustrated in Figure 1. One approach used

for forcing the punch against the die is via a ‘squeeze’

type actuation, such as in a hydraulic SPR process where

the components are pressed together at relatively low

speed. Another approach is an inertia-based one, where

the punch is attached to a flywheel mechanism to avoid

the need for high actuation forces.

One of the challenges in the design of SPR processes

is identifying the optimum process parameters for joining

a given stack of material. A trial-and-error approach is

often taken, in which many test samples may be used

and discarded. Further complicating the matter is that

the SPR system on the production line is unlikely to be

the same as the designated test system. Differences often

mean that additional testing would need to be performed
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at the test facilities of the production plant. All this can

culminate in an enormous amount of testing, consum-

ables and time. The need for a model-based approach is

evident. A robust model which is able to predict the

effects of changing the process inputs on the resulting

joint would significantly reduce the experimental costs.

The number of process inputs that are known to

influence the quality of the resulting joint is extensive,

as illustrated in Figure 2, and this is a source of com-

plexity for the modelling of the process.

In the published literature, finite element (FE) meth-

ods have been the main tool of choice in the simulation

of SPR processes.3–6 However, such works mostly deal

with the interactions between the rivet, material and

die, without accounting for the dynamics of the full riv-

eting system.

Consideration of the full system would be a neces-

sary step towards improving the model of the process.

Existing work on the influence of process inputs on the

SPR joint has tended to focus on either a single factor,

such as the riveting velocity,7–10 or a group of factors

relating to the properties of the rivet, material and

die.11–13 Papers that have studied the sensitivity of the

process via a model-based approach are centred around

process parameters on the rivet-material level.13–15 To

date, the behaviour of the riveting machine and its

influence on the joint is not fully understood.

FE simulations may provide useful insight on the

deformation of the rivet and material, but challenges arise

from difficulties in identifying suitable friction coeffi-

cients for all interfaces that come into contact, obtaining

flow curves for materials and rivets, and defining the

Figure 1. A cross-section view of the stages of the SPR process: (a) clamping of the material stack, (b) piercing of the top sheet of

material, (c) flaring of the rivet shank to form the interlock, (d) release of the joint. Components are numbered as follows: (1) rivet,

(2) blank holder, or clamp tube, (3) stack of material, (4) die, (5) punch.

Figure 2. Factors that affect the SPR process, based on the work by Haque.2
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damage model to handle large plastic deformations and

fracture.16 The computational cost poses another chal-

lenge when the number of runs is large. In the study by

Fang et al.,17 surrogate models were created from a FE

model of the rivet insertion process to save time on a

sensitivity analysis that looked into the effects of uncer-

tain parameters in the model. However, the training of

the surrogate models involved running 800FE simula-

tions, which is a considerable expense in itself.

Already a complex process, the introduction of system

dynamics into a FE model of the joint would further

increase the simulation time. In Liu et al.18 the C-frame

deflection was excluded from the main body of simula-

tions based on trials where the introduction of a spring

under the die incurred an increase in simulation time, but

revealed no obvious effects on the results. Neglecting the

wider system would perhaps make sense for simulations

where the source of energy required for making the joint

is not restricted. However, for inertia-based riveting sys-

tems, the energy matters since the larger proportion of

the energy delivered to the joint is converted from the ini-

tial kinetic energy of the rivet setter. The amount of strain

energy stored in the system during rivet insertion will also

affect the energy deliverable to the joint.

Looking further afield, the effects of system dynamics

on the workpiece is a more established topic in the simu-

lation of forming, forging and press systems. Behrens

et al.19 used an ‘offline-coupling’ method to study the

interactions between a forming machine and a work-

piece. In Kroiß et al.,20 the stiffnesses of a cold forging

press and its tooling were included in the FE process

simulation as linear spring elements. Groche et al.21 used

a compliance matrix in the modelling of a servo press to

describe the position-dependent compliances of the sys-

tem. Each of the aforementioned works acknowledged

the need to account for the compliances in the machine

in order to obtain accurate simulation results. The same

point equally applies to the SPR system, where the accu-

racy of the simulated outputs would also depend on the

characterisation of the compliances in the full system,

alongside other factors of influence.

The aim of the present contribution is to develop a

system-level model of the SPR system which overcomes

the above-mentioned shortfalls. In contrast to existing

methods of modelling SPR, the current method adopts a

systems approach to reduce the computational cost (com-

pared to FE methods) and enable consideration of the

mechanical, electrical and digital domains of the problem.

Using the model, it is shown that design changes and per-

formance improvements can be easily predicted for the

SPR system. Among the outputs of the model, the head

height and cycle time are two of the most important indi-

cators used to assess the performance of the real SPR

process, hence meaningful insights can be gathered from

analyses made using the model, which also saves time by

minimising the need for empirical tests.

The layout of the paper is as follows. The modelling of

the system and the joint are described first. Then, the

experimental setup is explained. This is followed by model

validation via the comparison of simulated outputs to

experimental data. A model-based case study is used to

investigate the reduction of cycle time and alternatively

the energy consumption of the SPR process. Finally, con-

clusions and ideas for further work are presented.

Modelling

Modelling of the system

An example inertia-based servo SPR system is illu-

strated in Figure 3, consisting of a permanent magnet

synchronous motor, belt drive, planetary roller screw

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Schematic of a servo SPR system: (a) Full system. (b) Close-up of the riveting interface. Dimensions are shown for

illustrative purposes only, indicating the approximate range for the height and depth of the opening between the upper and lower

arms of existing C-frames. The opening affects the ability of the system to access joining locations on a structure or subassembly.
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mechanism (PRSM), clamping mechanism and

C-frame. The core actuated mechanical subassembly is

commonly referred to as the ‘rivet setter’. The motor is

controlled by a drive unit with an integrated program-

mable logic controller, not shown in the figure.

The PRSM is actuated by the motor via the belt

drive, and transforms rotary motion into linear displace-

ment of the punch, which is shielded inside the clamping

mechanism. In a typical riveting operation, the punch

and clamping mechanism are advanced towards the die

and accelerated up to a predefined velocity, which deter-

mines the kinetic energy available for the riveting opera-

tion. The clamp tube holds the material stack against

the die, and the rivet is driven into the material as the

punch advances through the inside of the clamp tube.

During this phase, the motor also applies a forward-

driving torque to aid rivet insertion, which is determined

by a predefined level for the motor current limit. At the

end of rivet insertion the motor is reversed and the

punch is retracted back to its start position. The punch

and the die are in line and act on either side of the joint

during rivet insertion. The C-frame provides the reac-

tion force necessary for the forming of the joint.

A schematic of the lumped-parameter representation

of the system is presented in Figure 4, with the control

structure shown on the left side, and the mechanical

system shown on the right.

The model of the system was developed from first

principles and coded in MATLAB/Simulink. Values of

parameters were either obtained from datasheets or

experimentally identified. The full list of model para-

meters and values are provided in the supplemental

material.The derivations for all equations in this paper

are described in the work by Tang.22

Consider each subsystem in turn, starting with the

motor:

JM€um =Te � R1
2Kb um �

R2

R1

uL

� �

� R2
1Cb

_um �
R2

R1

_uL

� �

ð1Þ

Where JM is the total inertia of the motor and

attached pulley, um is angular displacement of the

motor, Te is the electromagnetic torque generated by

the motor, R1 and R2 are the radii of the driving and

driven pulleys respectively, Kb is the belt stiffness, uL is

the angular displacement of the driven pulley, and Cb

is the effective damping constant of the belt.

Next, consider the PRSM:

Jsetter€uL =R1R2 Kb um �
R2

R1

uL

� �

+Cb
_um �

R2

R1

_uL

� �� �

�
FLPh

2p
+sign _uL

� �FLD0

2
mprac +Br

_uL

� �

ð2Þ

Here, Jsetter is the inertia of the rivet setter, Ph is the

lead of the PRSM, D0 is the nominal diameter of the

PRSM nut, mprac is the coefficient of Coulomb friction,

and Br is the viscous friction coefficient. The force FL

which is transmitted axially through the central shaft of

the PRSM is described in terms of the effective stiffness

(Kr) and damping (Cr) of the PRSM, the axial displace-

ment of the roller assembly (xr) and also that of the cou-

pler (xpc):

FL =Kr xr � xpc
� �

+Cr _xr � _xpc
� �

ð3Þ

The coupler links the output shaft of the PRSM to

the punch, and plays a critical role in the generation of

Figure 4. Lumped-parameter representation of the system.
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the clamping force. Its governing equation is expressed

in terms of the mass of the coupler (mpc), the effective

stiffness (Kplpu) and damping (Cplpu) of the plunger-

punch subassembly, the displacement of the end of the

punch (xpu), and the force generated within the clamp-

ing mechanism (Fclamp):

mpc€xpc=FL � Kplpu xpc � xpu
� �

� Cplpu _xpc � _xpu
� �

� Fclamp

ð4Þ

Due to nonlinearities within the clamping mechan-

ism such as the preloaded spring pack and hard stop,

Fclamp takes the form of a piecewise function that is

dependent on the relative motion between the coupler

and the clamp tube, or xpc � xn. Letting y=xpc � xn,

Fclamp can be expressed in terms of the coupler-clamp

tube relative displacement (y), the stiffness (K1) of the

coil spring, the maximum distance between the coupler

and hard stop (Z1), the maximum available compres-

sion of the disc springs (Zs), the stiffness (K2) and

damping (C2) of the disc spring pack, the Coulomb

friction in the disc spring pack (Fc2), the effective stiff-

ness (K3) and damping (C3) of the hard stop contact:

Fclamp =

K1y

F1 +K2(y� Z1 � Zsð Þ)+C2 _y+Fc2sign( _y)

F1 +K2Zs+K3(y� Z1)+C3 _y

8

>

<

>

:

if y\Z1 � Zs

if Z1 � Zs4y\Z1

if yøZ1

ð5Þ

Where F1 =K1 Z1 � Zsð Þ.
The three rows of equation (5) describe the three

main stages of clamping in a riveting scenario:

1. Initially, a relatively low force to hold the material

stack in place.

2. A significant rise in the clamping force to eliminate

any gaps between the layers of material.

3. In the event of excessive displacement of the cou-

pler towards the clamp tube, the hard stop comes

into contact to limit further rivet insertion.

The force balance on the clamp tube is summarised

as:

mn€xn =Fclamp � rmat ð6Þ

Where mn is the mass of the clamp tube, €xn is its

acceleration and rmat is the restoring force generated by

the material stack under compression. Further details

on the definition of rmat are provided in Section 2.2.

The riveting force r is transmitted through the

plunger-punch subassembly, the governing equation of

which is expressed as:

mplpu€xpu=Kplpu(xpc � xpu)+Cplpu( _xpc � _xpu)� r ð7Þ

Here, mplpu is the mass of the plunger-punch subas-

sembly. Details on the definition of r are given in

Section 2.2.

The C-frame is modelled as single degree of freedom

system consisting of an ideal mass-spring-damper

arrangement. The dynamics of the C-frame are

described in terms of the deflection between its upper

and lower arms (xd) and the restoring forces generated

by the joint:

mc€xd = r+ rmat � Kcxd � Cc _xd ð8Þ

Where mc, Kc and Cc are the effective mass, stiffness

and damping of the C-frame respectively.

Modelling of the joint

The approach taken in modelling the joint was based

on the restoring force surface method,23 an established

technique used commonly in the identification of non-

linear systems. The method considers a system of inter-

est as a black box or a nonlinear element, which

generates a restoring force based on the displacement

and velocity across that element.

The application of the restoring force method to

SPR led to the representation of the joint as two dis-

tinct black-box models, in order to distinguish the

dynamics of the rivet-material interaction and that of

the material stack under clamping, away from the

immediate rivet insertion zone. The simplification of

the rivet insertion process is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5(a) shows a partially formed joint with compo-

nents of the system that are in direct contact with the

joint. The forces (i.e. r and rmat) acting on the joint are

noted in Figure 5(b). In Figure 5(c) the joint is visua-

lised as two separate nonlinear elements: one

Figure 5. (a) Cross section view of the components in direct contact with a partially formed joint. (b) Cross section view of the

joint with labelled forces. (c) Simplified representation of the joint.
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representing the material stack under compression by

the clamp tube, and the other serving as a proxy for the

rivet and the material into which it is inserted. The

rivet-material interactions are encapsulated in the

expression for r, and the behaviour of the material

stack in rmat. Compression of the material stack is rep-

resented by the relative displacement between the

clamp tube and the die: xn � xd. Displacement of the

rivet into the material is represented by the relative dis-

placement between the punch and the die: xpu � xd.

As a measure of the depth of rivet insertion, an

important output of the model was the head height of

the joint, or the final position of the rivet head relative

to the top surface of the top sheet of the riveted joint.

This was calculated using:

Head height=Z2 � (xpumax � xnmax) ð9Þ

Where Z2 is the internal stroke, a constant describing

the distance between the end of the punch and the end

of the clamp tube when the system is not under load,

which must be traversed during rivet insertion.

Maximum punch displacement (xpumax) and clamp tube

displacement (xnmax) are taken from simulation of the

riveting process at the point of maximum rivet

insertion. Head height equals zero when the punch end

reaches the end of the clamp tube. Further displacement

of the punch relative to the clamp tube leads to deeper

rivet insertion (i.e. negative head height) and vice versa.

In order to identify the relationship between the forces

and the relative displacements for a given rivet-material-

die combination (or ‘joint configuration’), an empirical

approach was taken to obtain the relevant measurements

from the actual riveting process. The experimental con-

figuration is described in the following section.

Experimental setup

The test setup was developed strictly for the purposes

of conducting the current research, and is illustrated in

Figure 6. It consisted of a rivet setter and C-frame

mounted on a stand, with two load cells for determin-

ing the individual components of the total process

force: the punch force and the clamp force.

A high-speed camera was used to record the riveting

process. Given that the rivet was not directly visible, the

observed displacement of the punch relative to the die

was used to estimate the extent of rivet insertion into

the material. The head height of each joint, or the pro-

trusion of the rivet head relative to the top surface of

Figure 6. Front (a), side (b) and top down (c) views of the full experimental setup. (d) Photo of the high-speed camera, rivet setter

and C-frame.
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the top layer of material, was measured using a dial test

indicator.

The measurements taken during the rivet insertion

event included the process forces, angular position and

velocity of the motor, relative displacement between the

punch and the die, relative displacement between the

clamp tube and the die, and the motor current. Data

acquisition was performed on the following data log-

gers at a sampling rate of 4 kHz:

� Bosch drive, housed inside the control panel
� Photron FASTCAM Mini UX100 high-speed

camera
� National Instruments chassis and data acquisition

modules

Experiments were run under laboratory conditions.

The system was operated according to a predefined

motion sequence, consisting of: advance, rivet insertion

and retraction. The completion of a full sequence is

referred to as a ‘cycle’.

Two joint configurations were used in the test and

are referred to as joint A and B from here onwards (see

Table 1). All material stacks were prepared with square

coupons of the indicated material measuring

40 3 40mm in length and width.

A randomised two-level full factorial experiment

design24 was carried out, involving three factors: C-

frame type, setting velocity and motor current limit.

Two levels were defined per factor, and five replicates

for each treatment. Table 2 shows the details of each

treatment. All eight treatments were carried out for

each joint configuration.

C-frame type 1 and 2 refer to the two types of C-

frames used in the current study. Table 3 shows the key

dimensions as well as effective stiffness in the axis of

rivet insertion.

Preliminary results and model

identification

Important insights into the behaviour of the joint were

gained from preliminary tests performed using C-frame

1 and joint A. Figure 7(a) shows the cross-section

images of the joints made at various setting velocities,

obtained by cutting through the centre of the joints

using a circular saw. With increasing setting velocity the

progressive nature of the rivet insertion and deforma-

tion can be clearly noted. Figure 7(b) shows the corre-

sponding total force vs. relative displacement curves,

where relative displacement represents the extent of rivet

insertion. The loading phase of the individual curves

appear to overlap, and can be said to lie on a common

master curve, which suggests that the chosen joint con-

figuration was not sensitive to the range of strain rates

(i.e. relative velocities) seen in the test. The joint could

therefore be characterised as a nonlinear stiffness using

the observed force-displacement relationship.

The modelling of the joint required the characterisa-

tion of the force-displacement relationships for both the

punch and clamp forces (r and rmat). For the loading

phase, the function for r was obtained via a polynomial

fit to the loading part of the punch force vs. relative dis-

placement data. The general form of r during the load-

ing phase is given by:

r=f xpu � xd
� �

ð10Þ

For the unloading phase, the joint was modelled as a

constant stiffness, which was a reasonable approximation

to the true behaviour. The area enclosed within the load-

ing and unloading curves is indicative of the amount of

energy dissipated in the joint, that is, in the plastic defor-

mation undergone by the rivet and material.

The behaviour of the material stack under direct

compression of the clamp tube was approximated as a

linear stiffness. rmat was defined as:

rmat=Kmat xn � xdð Þ ð11Þ

Where Kmat is the effective stiffness of the material

stack, xn is the displacement of the clamp tube and xd
is the displacement of the die. Kmat was estimated from

the clamp force vs. clamp tube-die relative displacement

data.

Table 1. Details of the joint configurations used in testing.

Joint
configuration

Rivet Material and thickness

A C-Rivet 1.5mm RC5754 + 1.5mm RC5754
B K-Rivet 3mm AC600 + 3mm AC600

Table 2. Treatments used in testing. Five replicates were

applied for each treatment.

Treatment C-frame
type

Setting
velocity
V (mm/s)

Motor current
limit T (%)

1 1 150 100
2 1 150 150
3 1 250 100
4 1 250 150
5 2 150 100
6 2 150 150
7 2 250 100
8 2 250 150

Table 3. Key dimensions and effective stiffness of the C-frames

used in testing.

C-frame
type

Throat
height
(mm)

Throat
depth
(mm)

Effective
stiffness
(kN/mm)

1 400 450 14
2 360 300 29

2058 Proc IMechE Part B: J Engineering Manufacture 235(13)



Since the definition of the restoring forces for the

model of the joint was empirically-based, an associated

disadvantage was that each unique combination of rivet,

material or die would require a new set of experiments

to be carried out in order to identify the model. On the

other hand, the empirical model provided the necessary

data exchange between the subsystems within the full

model to enable predictions of the response of the sys-

tem. The next section describes the validation of the

model.

Model training and validation

For assessing the predictive performance of the full

model, the acquired datasets corresponding to the eight

treatments in Table 2 were divided into training and

validation groups. Here, training refers to the process

of generating a model of the joint from selected force

vs. relative displacement data. Validation involved the

comparison of experimental and simulated data for the

following signals and metrics:

� Punch force – force transmitted directly through the

rivet
� Clamp force – force transmitted through the mate-

rial surrounding the rivet
� Relative displacement – extent of rivet insertion
� Relative velocity – rate of rivet insertion
� Head height – final state of the produced joint

The discrepancy between the simulated and experi-

mental results was quantified using the normalised root

mean square error (NRMSE), obtained by dividing the

root mean square error by the range of the experimen-

tally observed values of the associated signal.

Normalisation was necessary to enable comparisons

between the performances of the different model var-

iants of the joint, that is, models trained on different

datasets. Selected validation cases for joint A are pre-

sented in this paper.

Figure 8 illustrates the steps involved in the training

of the model of the joint and the validation of full

model of the system. Figure 8(a) shows the selection of

treatment 4 as the training dataset. The punch force

versus punch-die relative displacement data from all

five replicates are overlaid and curve fits of different

polynomial orders are performed. These are assessed

via the root mean square error (RMSE) as shown in

Figure 8(b). Although a low RMSE is desirable, the

visual inspection of how well the fitted curve captures

the more nonlinear parts of the experimental data is

also considered when it comes to selecting a suitable

polynomial order. In this case an order of 10 gives a

suitable model for the joint, as shown in Figure 8(c).

Once the polynomial equation is obtained and imple-

mented in the model of the full SPR system, the model

is simulated eight times with the input conditions of

each of the eight treatments. Subsequently the simu-

lated results are compared to the experimental data for

each treatment, as illustrated in Figure 8(d).

The model was trained on data from treatment 4. A

polynomial of order 10 was fitted to define the function

of the punch force: r= � 0:006x10pd +0:175x9pd
�2:080x8pd + 13:669x7pd � 54:278x6pd+134:283x5pd
�206:099x4pd+189:342x3pd � 96:701x2pd+26:909xpd,
where

xpd = xpu � xd.

The results of the subsequent validation against

treatment 1 are shown in Figure 9. Excellent agreement

is noted for all the signals.

Figure 7. (a) Cross sections images of joint configuration A, made at the indicated setting velocities. (b) Total process force (sum of

punch and clamp forces) vs. relative displacement data. Relative displacement represents the rivet insertion distance.
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Figure 8. Training and validation steps used to generate the model for the joint and evaluate the performance of the overall model

of the system against test data. (a) Selection of a treatment to serve as the training dataset. (b) RMSE for various polynomial orders

of the curve fit to the punch force vs. punch-die relative displacement data. (c) Selected curve fit to the punch force vs. punch-die

relative displacement dataset, representing the restoring force model of the SPR joint. (d) Comparison of the simulated punch force

against each individual replicate experimental dataset in treatment 1.
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Figure 10(a) shows the resulting NRMSE values for

the punch force when the model is validated across all

the treatments. For each treatment labelled on the

y-axis, the simulation output is validated against each

individual replicate test result within the treatment. The

individual bars in Figure 10(a) represent the mean

NRMSE, and error bars are plotted at 63 standard

deviations either side of the mean.

It is seen that NRMSEs below 5% are achieved

across all treatments. This is largely because in the case

shown in Figure 10(a), the training dataset is associated

with a setting velocity of 250mm/s which provides

good coverage of the force-displacement characteristic,

thus it allows the restoring force to be computed mostly

via interpolation when validating against the other

treatments. A model with a more complete force-

displacement curve is better suited to simulating a

wider range of input conditions.

In Figure 10(b), predicted head heights are compared

with the test results. Individual bars for the training and

validation data represent the mean measured head

height of all five repeat joints under a given treatment,

the error bars are 63 standard deviations from the

mean. To put the accuracy of the simulation results into

context, the absolute tolerances on the head height typi-

cally used in industry are indicated by the error bars on

the x-axis with an upper limit of 0.3mm and a lower

limit of 20.5mm,7 which equates to a tolerance of

60.4mm about a nominal value of 20.1mm. It can be

seen that prediction errors of within 60.25mm are

obtained across all the treatments. Although this

exceeds the standard deviation of the experimental mea-

surements, it is well within the tolerances used to judge

joint quality in industry. The prediction accuracy is

therefore considered to be high.

The results highlight the performance of the model

in predicting the effects of making changes to the sys-

tem, including the type of C-frame, setting velocity, as

well as the motor current limit. The predictive accuracy

is within the tolerances used by industry. This gives

confidence in its usage for subsequent model-based

investigations. In the current work, a case study to

Figure 9. Comparison between experimental and simulated data. Training dataset: treatment 4. Validation dataset: treatment 1. (a)

Punch and clamp force vs. time, (b) Punch and clamp force vs. relative displacement, (c) Relative displacement vs. time, (d) Relative

velocity vs. time.
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explore the cycle time and energy consumption of the

SPR process is performed.

Numerical case study

Introduction

The cycle time of the SPR process refers to the total

duration of the sequence of steps in creating a single

joint, as visualised in Figure 1. On high-volume pro-

duction lines in the automotive industry, even a small

reduction in cycle time could have large implications

for the overall productivity of the plant, assuming that

the SPR process is on the critical path of the full pro-

duction process. On the other hand, shortened cycle

time can be associated with increased energy usage by

the system. This case study aims to investigate how the

cycle time or the energy consumption can be minimised

via changes to the system.

Two scenarios are considered:

1. Assuming the SPR system is on the critical path,

minimise cycle time to increase productivity.

2. Assuming the SPR system is not on the critical

path, minimise energy usage to reduce costs.

Scenario 1: Minimise cycle time

The model of the SPR system was used to estimate the

potential reductions in cycle time achievable by

changing the process parameters: the C-frame stiffness,

motor current limit, stroke offset and setting velocity.

Stroke offset refers to the distance between the end of

the clamping mechanism and the workpiece, prior to

the start of a riveting sequence. A smaller offset reduces

the travel distance of the punch, whereas a larger offset

facilitates access to joining locations.

Test cases were set up with joint A as the chosen

joint configuration. Two levels of the motor current

limit, three C-frame types corresponding to distinctive

stiffness levels, and three levels for the stroke offset

were defined. The chosen levels were representative of

the range of values for real systems in the field.

In every case, the primary goal preceding that of cycle

time minimisation was achieving a flush head height,

that is, minimising the absolute head height. Hence, an

optimisation problem was formulated to determine the

setting velocity that would produce a flush head height:

Objective : Minimise Head Heightj j

Constraint : 0\ Setting Velocity\ 400mm=s

Where head height was calculated using equation (9).

The setting velocity was chosen as the only design

variable, on which an upper limit constraint of 400mm/

s was placed, corresponding to the operating limit on

the test system. The optimisation algorithm was based

on golden section search and parabolic interpolation.25

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) Punch force NRMSE. V and T denote the setting velocity and motor current limit respectively. Error bars show the

repeatability based on three standard deviations for five duplicate tests. (b) Comparison between measured and predicted head

heights. Error bars on training and validation data show the repeatability based on three standard deviations for five duplicate tests.

The error bars on the x-axis denote the tolerance on acceptable head heights typically used in industry.
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The model-predicted results for the setting velocity

and cycle time are illustrated in Figure 11(a).

The stroke offset has by far the largest influence on

the cycle time. Reducing the stroke offset from 60 to

40mm gives an average cycle time reduction of 12%.

Likewise, changing the stroke offset from 40 to 20mm

yields an average of 14% reduction in cycle time.

Existing system configurations with large stroke offsets

have potential for significant reductions in cycle time

by shortening the stroke offset where practical.

For a given stroke offset, the cycle time appears to

be closely related to the setting velocity: the higher the

velocity, the shorter the cycle time. A lower motor cur-

rent limit requires an accordingly higher setting velocity

in order to produce a flush head height in the joint.

Similarly, a more compliant C-frame requires an

increase in the setting velocity, and vice versa.

With a view to reduce the cycle time, the problem is

equivalent to maximising the setting velocity without

compromising the head height of the resulting joint.

This is attainable by selecting a C-frame of lower stiff-

ness and reducing the motor current limit. Figure 11(a)

shows that for a stroke offset of 20mm, switching from

C-frame 3 to 1 and changing the motor current limit

from 100% to 50% would enable the setting velocity to

be increased from 185 to 250mm/s, resulting in a 10%

reduction in cycle time. This could constitute a signifi-

cant improvement in high-volume production scenarios.

Scenario 2: Minimise energy consumption

In this scenario, the primary concern was the energy

usage of the system rather than the cycle time. The test

cases from scenario 1 were equally applicable for sce-

nario 2, except the problem was reframed to identify

the configuration which yielded the lowest energy

expenditure per cycle.

The total electrical energy consumed by the mod-

elled system over a riveting cycle was computed from

the time integral of the DC bus power. It was assumed

that no energy was recovered from the braking phases

of the motion, in accordance with the configuration of

the real system. The predicted energy consumption is

presented in Figure 11(b).

The results suggest that shortening the stroke offset

is an effective way to reduce energy usage. Decreasing

the stroke offset from 60 to 40mm yields an average

reduction of 8% in the energy usage, and from 40 to

20mm the reduction is 9%. For a fixed stroke offset,

the test cases which have the most contrasting energy

consumption are those at either end of the velocity

scale, that is, between 185 and 250mm/s, for which a

difference of 6% in the energy usage is noted.

In the context of a large automotive plant, where the

total number of SPR joints made may reach hundreds of

millions per year, a reduction of 9% in the energy con-

sumption of the SPR systems would have a non-trivial

impact on the carbon footprint as well as the running

costs of the facility. Although typically in high volume

production, a shorter cycle time may be weighted more

favourably than a lower energy consumption, a more

energy-efficient approach may be preferred if the sche-

duling is such that the cycle time of the SPR system does

not directly affect the wider manufacturing process.

Discussion

A number of aspects are worth further discussion.

First, in the case study, it should be noted that the

configuration with the minimal cycle time was identified

manually from the results, rather than running a second

optimisation routine for the cycle time. The analysis was

structured this way since the parameter combinations

were well defined and limited in number. Across the

(a) (b)

Figure 11. (a) Predicted cycle time vs. setting velocity optimised to achieve a flush head height. (b) Predicted energy consumption

vs. setting velocity optimised to achieve a flush head height. Marker size represents the level of the motor current limit during rivet

insertion, small: 50% limit, large: 100% limit. Marker labels denote the type of C-frame: 1, 2, and 3 correspond to C-frames with

effective stiffness values of 14, 29 and 44 kN/mm respectively.
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population of real production systems in the field the

parameters of interest such as C-frame stiffness, stroke

offset and motor current limits generally fall within spe-

cific bands rather than a continuous range. This is due

to the reuse of standardised configurations, mechanical

designs and software code. Consequently, the case asso-

ciated with the minimal cycle time could be easily identi-

fied without the need for a second objective function.

Regarding the head height minimisation, the

assumption was made that the joints made to a flush

head height would also meet the joint quality criteria in

terms of other quality indicators such as interlock and

minimum remaining thickness (also known as t-min).

This assumption was based on prior knowledge of the

chosen joint configurations, in the experience of the

industrial co-authors. During the design phase of any

new joint, the rivet, material and die combination is

chosen such that the produced joint would satisfy the

quality specifications when the head height is in the

range 20.5 and 0.3mm, as defined by industry stan-

dard practice.7 Five samples are made at each of the

three head height levels: 20.5, 0 and 0.3mm, to verify

that the interlock and t-min remain within tolerance

for each associated head height level, before confirming

a particular joint configuration as valid. Therefore, in

subsequent reproductions of the joint, if the head

height is within tolerance then it implies that the overall

joint quality is acceptable. Despite this assumption,

future work could explore other indicators of joint

quality.

The strength of the joint is outside the scope of the

current work. A point to note is that in automotive

applications SPR is commonly used with an adhesive

between the material layers. The strength and energy

absorption characteristics of the resulting joints are

notably enhanced, since the adhesive layer covers a sig-

nificantly larger area than the rivet and takes most of

the load until failure.26 This means that the load-

bearing capabilities of individual SPR joints are not as

critical in such applications. The introduction of adhe-

sive before the riveting process would inevitably change

the characteristic force profile of the joint; the beha-

viour of the adhesive layer may make the riveting pro-

cess more sensitive to the setting velocity, as well as the

ambient temperature among other factors. The charac-

terisation of SPR joints made with adhesives would be

an interesting avenue for further work.

The findings of the case study indicate that in order

to maintain the peak process forces at the same level,

the stiffness of the C-frame must be reduced in relation

to the increase in the setting velocity. This is easily

implemented in the model, but in practice, reducing the

stiffness of a C-frame may involve targeted removal of

material from the structure. The impact of such changes

on the behaviour of the C-frame and also the quality of

the produced joint may be another area for further

work.

Having identified higher setting velocities as being

beneficial in terms of reducing cycle time, the

implications on the life of the equipment are also worth

further investigation. While the test cases of interest are

not predicted to generate larger process forces than the

existing process, the increased setting velocities may

affect the life of the belt drive, the roller screw mechan-

ism and other subsystems involved in the actuation of

the punch.

Conclusion

In this study, a physics-based model of a servo-SPR sys-

tem has been created in MATLAB/Simulink. In con-

trast to the existing body of research on the modelling

of the SPR process, which has focused primarily on the

rivet-material interactions without accounting for the

dynamics of the riveting machine, the current work

combines an analytical and an empirical approach to

model the riveting system and the SPR joint in a single

simulation environment.

The full model has been validated by comparing the

simulated responses against experimental results. The

model is able to predict the effects of changing the set-

ting velocity, the motor current limit and the stiffness

of the C-frame on the responses of the system, as well

as the head height of the resulting joint to a high level

of accuracy. This enables a rapid and straightforward

model-based approach to the optimisation of the pro-

cess parameters, ensuring that a satisfactory rivet head

height is achieved without extensive empirical tests.

The usefulness of the model has been further demon-

strated in a model-based case study on minimising cycle

time or energy consumption, without compromising the

head height of the resulting joint. It is shown that the

cycle time can be reduced by maximising the setting velo-

city and minimising the stroke offset, which could lead to

significant improvements in productivity. Alternatively,

the energy consumption may be substantially reduced by

minimising the setting velocity and stroke offset. Further

work will seek to validate the predicted energy consump-

tion for the different system configurations.

This study serves as a springboard for further inves-

tigation into the sensitivities of the SPR process to its

input parameters as well as hardware configurations.

The effects of process parameters on the riveting pro-

cess continue to be a gap in knowledge of the SPR tech-

nique and should be addressed via a comprehensive

sensitivity analysis.
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